Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to address several problems posed by V. I. Kuzminov [Ku] regarding cohomological dimension of noncompact spaces. In particular, we prove the following results: Theorem A. Suppose X is metrizable and G is the direct limit of the direct system {Gs, hs* s, S} of abelian groups. Then, dime X < max{dimGj X\s € S} .
Introduction
Of primary importance in cohomological dimension theory of compact spaces (see [Ku] ) are the following results of Bockstein [B] :
Bockstein Inequalities. For any compact Hausdorff space X and any short exact sequence of abelian groups 0-»C7->£->Il-tO the following inequalities hold: (a) dim£ X < max(dimG X, dimn X), (b) dime X < max(dim£ X, dimn X + 1 ), (c) dimn X < max(dim£ X, dimG X -1 ). In particular, for any prime p :
( 1 ) dimz/poo X < dimz/;, X = dimz/p* X < dimz/i,oo X + 1, (2) dimQ X < dimZp X, (3) dimz/pX < dimZ(,X, (4) dimZ/poo X < max(dimQ X, dimZ;; X -1 ), (5) dimZp X < max(dimQ X, dimz/p00 X + 1).
Bockstein Theorem. For any abelian group G and a compact Hausdorff space X, dimGX = max{dim// X\H G o(G)}.
Our notation is that of D. Sullivan [Su] : Given a prime p, Z/p = Z/pZ, Zp = {m/n £ Q|« is not divisible by p} (Q being the rationals) and Z/p°° = lim (Z/p -♦ Z/p2 -♦...-> Z/p" -• • • ) is Q/Zp. More generally, given any set / of primes, Z¡ = {m/n £ Q|« is not divisible by any p £ 1} and Z//°° := Q/Z/ = 0p6/Z/p°° (see [Su, p. 2.25] ). In particular, Z¿ = Q and {all primes} = ^ • The group Zp of p-adic integers is the completion of Z in the topology generated by pk -Z, k = I, ... , as the system of neighborhoods of 0 (see [Su, p. 1.18] ). Similarly, there is a group of /-adic integers % and % « \\p€lZp (see [Ma, p. 475] ).
Given an abelian group G its Bockstein basis a(G) is a subset of {Q} U \Jp{Zp, Z/p, Z/p00} (p is a prime) defined as follows:
(a) Q G a(G) iff G/TorG ¿ 0 (TorG := {g G G\m ■ g = 0 for some mGZ-{0}}), The proof of the Bockstein Theorem for compact spaces (see [Ku, ) relies heavily on the following two results (see [S, p. 246] and [W, p. 251] or [Ku, p. 31] License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Q, Zp and Z/p (see ) whose existence for arbitrary abelian groups is unknown.
While the Bockstein Inequalities are valid for paracompact spaces (they are a straightforward consequence of the Bockstein Exact Sequence-see [Ku] ), the question of validity of Bockstein's Theorem in the realm of paracompact spaces is still open (compare [Ku, p. 32] ).
Since the Universal Coefficient Formula is not known to be valid for noncompact spaces, one needs to develop entirely new techniques to be able to prove the Bockstein Theorem for noncompact spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following results (compare Theorem A with Theorem 19 in [Ku] ): Theorem A. Suppose X is metrizable and G is the direct limit of the direct system {Gs, hsi tS, S} of abelian groups. Then dimG X < max{dimGs X\s G S}. Theorem B. Let X be a metrizable space and let G be an abelian group. Let
Remarks. The inequality dimG X > dimTorG X solves the second part of Problem 6 in [Ku] (asked for arbitrary paracompact spaces). Our proofs of both of the above theorems are valid for compactly generated paracompact spaces X such that CW complexes are absolute neighborhood extensors of X x /.
2. Absolute extensors and cohomological dimension 2.1. Definition. A space Y is an absolute (neighborhood) extensor of the space X (notation: Y G AE(X) or Y e ANE(X)) if every map /: A -Y, A closed in X, extends over X (over a neighborhood U of A in X).
If ^ is a class of spaces, then Y £ AE (W) 
2.2. Theorem (Y. Kodama [Ko] ). K g ANE (metrizable spaces) for any CW complex K.
2.3. Theorem. Suppose p: E -> B is a map, B is a regular cell complex and X is a metrizable space such that p~x(o) £ AE(X) for each cell a in B. If X --^ B is a commutative diagram where A is a closed subset of X and A -> X is the inclusion, then there is an extension g: X -» F of g and a homotopy H: X xl -> B joining pog' and f rel. A so that H(f~x(a) x /) c a for each cell a of B. Consequently, E g AE(X) if B £ AE(X) and B g AE(X) if E £ AE(X) and B £ ANE(X x /).
Proof. Recall that a regular cell complex (see [W, p. 81] ) is a CW complex B such that each closed «-cell e of B is homeomorphic to A" and its boundary is the union of finitely many (« -l)-cells of B. Let Xn = A U {x G X\f(x) lies in an «-cell of B} for each n > -1. We will construct by induction on «>-l:
(1) a map an £ Ex" which is an extension of a"-X such that a"(f~x(a)) c p~x(o) and an\f~x(a) is continuous for each A:-cell a of B, k < n , and use the first part of Theorem 2.3 to produce an extension of g. Thus, E £ AE(X).
Assume F G AE(X). Suppose g: C -+ F is a map, C a closed subset of X. Thus, using the first part of Theorem 2.3, we have a map a: C -> E such that p o q and g are homotopic. Choose an extension a' : X -+ F. Then poa' is a homotopy extension of g, so the Homotopy Extension Theorem (in view of F G ANE(X x I)) implies that g extends over X. Thus, B £ AE(X).
Remark. Theorem 2.3 is based on an idea due to S. Ferry (see [Wa, Appendix A]).
2.4. Definition. For a paracompact space X and an abelian group G we define the cohomological dimension dimG X of X with coefficient group G as min{«: there is a space Y £ AE(X) n /4/VF(paracompact) n K(G, n)}.
Here, K(G, n) stands for the class of spaces homotopy equivalent to a CW complex F such that 7r"F « G and 7t¡F = 0 for i ¿ n (see [W and Ku] (1) dimoA' < «, (2) Hn+X (X,A;G) = 0 for all closed subsets A of X, Proof. (1) -> (2). Choose a simplicial complex K £ K(G, n + 1) (equipped with the Whitehead topology) with basepoint * . Let F be the space of paths in K starting at *. n: P -» K is defined by %(co) = w(\). Notice that n is a Hurewicz fibration (see [W, p. 42] ) and n~x(*) = QF G F(G, «) (see [M] ). Therefore n~x(A) £ K(G, n) for each simplex A of F. Also, one can check directly that n~x ( 
(3) -+ (1). Follows from the Homotopy Extension Theorem.
Remark. Theorem 2.5 was proved by H. Cohen [C] for locally compact spaces and by Skljarenko (see [Ku] ) for paracompact spaces. Theorem A is an easy corollary to Theorem 2.3 and the following:
2.6. Lemma. Suppose {Gs,hsitS,S} is a direct system of abelian groups. Let N be the simplicial complex whose set of vertices is S and (so---sm) is an m-simplex in N iff So > ■ ■ ■ > sm . Then (a) TV is contractible, (b) there is a CW complex L of the type K( lim {Gs, hs<, s, S}, n) and a map n : L -> N such that n~x(A) is a subcomplex of L of the type K(GS, n) for each simplex A of N (here s is the maximal vertex of A). Moreover, the inclusion 7r_1(A') -► n~x(A) induces hs* s on the nth homotopy groups if A'cA.
Proof, (a) Given any finite subcomplex N' of N choose s £ S such that s > v for each vertex v of N'. Now, it is clear that 5 serves as the vertex of a cone over N' in N. Thus, the inclusion N' -» N is homotopically trivial and TV is contractible.
(b) Given 5 g S, let X(s) = Gs x Sn/Gs x {*} be the wedge of «-spheres. Here * is the basepoint of S" and there are \GS\ (cardinality of Gs) spheres in the wedge. Points of X(s) will be denoted by (g, x) with the convention (g, *) = (h, *) for all g, h £ Gs. Notice that nnX(s) is the free (abelian if « > 2) group F(GS) generated by Gs (as a set). If s' < s let fS'tS: X(s') -> X(s) be the map defined by &<s(g, x) = (hs-,s(g), x) for (g, x) £ X(s'). Given a simplex A = (j0 • • • sm) in N, where so > ■ ■ ■ > sm , let so be denoted by max(A) and let sm be denoted by min(A). We are going to construct, by induction on dim A, CW complexes X(A) and maps n(A): X(A) -» A, p(A): X(max(A)) xA-» X(A) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
are attached along maps which are null-homotopic in A'(A)uL(max(A)). Therefore, the «th homotopy group of
is formed from X(A) U U{L(A')|A' c A} by attaching (« + /)-cells, i > 2, to kill higher homotopy groups. Once an open cell e is attached to X(A) U U{L(A')|A' c A} , the map n is extended over e so that n(e) c intA.
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose « = max{dimGj X\s £ S}. Choose a CW complex L of the type K(\im{Gs, hs* ,s, S}, n) and a map n: L -► N suchthat 7t~'(A) is a subcomplex of L of the type K(GS, n) for each simplex A of N (here 5 is the maximal vertex of A). Thus, 7r_1(A) g AE(X) for each simplex A of A^ and, since A^ G AE(X) (N is contractible), L G AE(X) by 2.3.
2.7. Corollary. Suppose X is metrizable. If G = ©J€S Gs, then dimG X = max{dimGj X\s £ S}. Proof. Corollary 2.7 holds if S is finite as YlseS K5 is an F^nFJ©^,«] if each Ks £ AE(X) n K(GS, «). If S is arbitrary, then ©ie5 Gs is a direct limit of ©i67-Gs, where T varies through all finite subsets of S.
2.8. Corollary. Suppose X is metrizable and M is a torsion-free R-module, R being both a principal ideal domain and an integral domain. Then dimMlg)R{R/m.R) X < dimA/A\ By Corollary 2.7, dimM®RN X < diniMA' for each finitely generated F-module N. Since every F-module is a direct limit of its finitely generated submodules and the torsion product commutes with taking the direct limit, Corollary 2.8 follows.
2.9. Corollary. Suppose X is metrizable and G = YlseS Gs is the direct product of torsion-free abelian groups {Gs}s€s such that for each prime number p the set {s £ S\p -Gs ¿Gs} is finite. Then dimG X = max{dimGj X\s £ S}. Proof. Clearly, dimGX > max{dimGj X\s £ S} as each Gs is a direct Summand of G. Suppose max{dimGj X\s £ S} = «. Notice that H = G/G', (G' -(&seSGs) is torsion-free and divisible. Hence, H is a direct sum of copies of Q. Since dimQ X = dim// X = dim^Q X < « , the exact sequence 0-+G'-^G-+H^0 implies dimG X < n .
2.10. Corollary. If X is compact Hausdorff and G is a torsion-free abelian group, then for any map f:X-> K(G, n) there is a finitely generated free subgroup F of G such that f factors up to homotopy as X -
Consequently, if 0 -» G" -» G' -» G -» 0 is exact, then Hn(X, A; G') -» H"(X, A; G) is an epimorphism and dimG' X = max(dimG X, dimG" X). Proof. G is the direct limit of {Gs, hs> >s, S}, where each Gs is a finitely generated free subgroup of G and each hS',s is an inclusion. Choose n: L -» N as in Lemma 2.6. If f:(X,A)->L is a map, % o f(X) is contained in a finite subcomplex N' of N. Choose s £ S such that s > v for each vertex v of N'. Now, it is clear that s serves as the vertex of a cone over N1 in N . Also, notice that n~x(s) -> n~x(N') is a homotopy equivalence. Thus, / factors through n-x(N') G K(GS, n). Hn(X,A;G') -» Hn(X, A; G) being an epimorphism follows from the fact that any homomorphism F -* G, F being free, can be factored as F -» <7' -» C7. Finally, dimG-X = max(dimG X, dimG" X) follows from the Bockstein Exact Sequence
Hn+X(X,A;G)-+ Hn+2(X, A ; G") -+■■■ and Theorem 2.5.
Remark. The second part of Corollary 2.10 is typically proved using the Universal Coefficient Formula (see [Ku] ). If Z/p G a(G), then G is not equal to p • G, so (see [Sz] ) Z/pk is a direct summand of G for some k > 1 . Thus dimG X > dimZ/y X = dimZ/p X = max{dim// X\H £ a(G)} . On the other hand, G = p-Tor G is a direct limit of its finite subgroups which are direct sums of groups isomorphic to Z/pm for some m. Thus, dimGX < dimz/pX = max{dim// X\H £ a(G)} by Theorem A.
If Z/p°° G a(G), then G is equal to p • G, so G is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Z/p°° (see [F, Chapter 4] ). Thus, dimG X = dimZ/poo X = max{dim// X\H £ er(G)} by Corollary 2.7.
(b) In view of exactness of 0 -> Tor G -> G -> G/ Tor G -> 0 we have dimG/TorGX < max(dimG X, dimTorG^ -1) and dimGX < max(dimG/TorGA', dim-iorc*) (see Bockstein Inequalities (a), (c)). So, it suffices to prove dimG X > dimTorG X. If Z/p G a (G), then Z/pk is a direct summand of G (see [Sz] ) for some k > 1. Thus, dimGX > dimz/p X. If Z/p°° G <t(G) , then Z/p°° is a direct summand of G by [F, Chapter 4] . Thus, dimGX > dimZ/poc X. In view of (a), dimGX > dimTorG X.
(c) Let dimG X = n . By Corollary 2.8, dimGlglQ X < « . Since G®Q contains Q as a direct summand (it is a vector space over Q), dimq X < n .
(d) Let dimGX = n. We may assume Tor G = 0 (replace G by G/TorG if necessary). Suppose p is a prime and p • G ¿ G. Put G' := G ® Zp . By Corollary 2.8, dimG< X < n and dim,, -X < n. Also, G' is not divisible by p, so choose g £ G' which is not divisible by p . Notice that G' /Zp • g is torsion-free. Indeed, if k-x = ™-g, k, m, n being integers and ™eZp, then we may assume that one of k, m is not divisible by p . If k is not divisible by p, then x = jjj¿ • g G Zp • g. If k is divisible by p, then g = ^ • x is divisible by p, a contradiction. By tensoring 0 -► Zp • g -> G' -► G'/Zp • g -y 0 with Zp we get 0 -> (Zp • g) ®% -* G' ®% -> (C7'/Zp • #) <g> Zp -► 0. Since (Zp • g) <g> Zp « Zp is algebraically compact and (G'/Zp -g)®Zp is torsion-free, (Zp • g) <g>Zp is a direct summand of G' <8>Zp (see [F, Proposition 39.4] ). Thus, dim-X < « and dim-X < n by Corollary 2.9.
(e) In view of (a) and (b) it suffices to consider the case H = ZP . From the exactness of 0 -> Zp -y Zp -» Zp/ Zp -» 0, we get (using Bockstein Inequality (b)), dimZp X < max(dim-X, dim^ X + 1 ).
Since Zp/Zp is a vector space over Q, dim-" X = dimQ X by Corollary 2.7.
Thus, max(dimG X, dimQ X + 1) > max{dim// X|/7 G o(G)}.
(f) Let dimz, X = « . Notice that G is a Z/-module. Thus, dimG X < n by Corollary 2.8. If p G /, then dimGlgl(Z/p)X < dimGX by Corollary 2.8. Since G 0 (Z/p) ^ 0 and <r(G ® (Z/p)) = {Z/p} (all the elements in G® (Z/p) are of order p , so the group cannot be divisible by p), dimZ/p<=o X < dimZ/p X = dimG(g,(Z/(p) X < dimG X . From the exactness of 0 -> Z¡ -> Q -► 0p€/ Z/p°° -> License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 0, we conclude (see Bockstein Inequality (b)), dimZ/ X < max(dimQ X, dimepe(Z/poo X + 1) < dimG X + 1.
3.1. Corollary. Suppose X is metrizable. Then dimG8// X < dimG X for any abelian groups G and H. Proof. If G is torsion-free it follows from Corollary 2.8. If G = p-Tor G, then o-(image of G®H) c cr(G). Indeed, Z/p°° G a(G) iff G is a divisible p-group and both operations of taking torsion product and taking the quotient group preserve divisibility. Thus, a((G®H)/A) c a(G) for any torsion group G and any subgroup A of G® H. Remark. Theorem C is related to Problem 10 of [Ku] : Does dimG(^ U B) < dimG A + dimGF + 1 hold for hereditarily paracompact AiJBI Its solution for metrizable spaces and G = Z was announced by L. Rubin [R] . It is shown in and Hk(f~l(z);H) are trivial as dim// X < dimG X+1 . Now, it is shown in [D-W4] that dim// y < dim// X (see [D-W2] for the case H = Z) which completes the proof in view of dim// X < dimG X + 1 (use Theorem B(e), (f)).
(2) Notice that Y is the union YXL¡ ■•■U Ym of finitely many of its subsets so that for each pair of points y,z£ Y¡, Hk(f-x(y);Z) and Hk(f~x(z);Z) are isomorphic if k < dimGX + 1. By (1), dimG Y, is finite for each i, which is all we need in view of Theorem C. 4.1. Lemma. If X £ ANE (metrizable spaces) is metrizable and Y £ AE(X), then K g AE(X) for any CW complex K weakly homotopically equivalent to Y.
Proof. Let n: K -> Y be a weak homotopy equivalence (i.e., a map inducing isomorphisms of all homotopy groups). The important property of n is that 7T* : [Z, K] -y [Z, Y] is a bijection for all spaces Z which are homotopy equivalent to CW complexes. Suppose /: A -y K is a map and A is a closed subset of X. Extend / to /' : V -* K, where F is a closed neighborhood of A in X (see Theorem 2.2). Let F: X -♦ Y be an extension of n of: V -► Y and choose F': X -* K so that F « n o F' (such F' exists since all metrizable X G ANE (metrizable spaces) are homotopy equivalent to CW complexes-see [M-S, p. 317] ). Then 7roF'|intF « F|intF = ti o /'|int K, so F'|intF « /'| int V and F'\A « f'\A = f. Thus, / extends over X up to homotopy, so it extends over X by the Homotopy Extension Theorem.
Theorem E. Suppose X £ ANE (metrizable spaces) is metrizable and G = rises' Gs is the direct product of abelian groups {Gs}ses ■ Then dimG X = max{dimGs X|s g S} . Proof. Clearly, dimGX > max{dimGj X\s £ S} as each Gs is a direct summand of G. Suppose max{dimGs X|s G S} = «. Choose a CW complex Ks of the type K(Gs,n) for each s £ S. Clearly, the cartesian product Y = llsesKs e AE(X) as each Ks £ AE(X) (see [H, Proposition 4 (consider (cx, c2, ...) , where c" is of order p"). Hence dimQ X < dim^ X = dimz/poo X < dimG X.
Remark. Parts (b) and (c) of Corollary 4.2 were proved in [Ku, p. 25 ] (see also [Dy] ) for locally compact spaces which are cohomologically locally connected, by using a different method based on the Universal Coefficient Formula. Theorem F. Suppose X is metrizable and K is a connected C W complex If o-(^f-Tor(/7"(F;Z))) = {Z/?} , then q-Tor(nn(K)) G ^(X,«) by Corollary 2.8. If a(q-Tor(Hn(K; Z))) = {Z/<7°°} then tf-Tor(7r" (F) ) G ^(X, «) as a(q-TorA) = {Z/q°°} . So, the only remaining case is q-Tor(Hn(K; Z)) = 0, q-TorA ¿ 0. Notice that Hn+X(K; Z)/(q-Tor(Hn+x(K; Z))) cannot be divisible by q in such a case. Indeed, Hn+x(K;Z)/(q-Tor(Hn+x(K;Z))) maps onto ker(Hn+x(M; Z) -> A) which would make ker(Hn+x(M; Z) -> A) a Z[±]-module. Since Hn+X(M;Z) isa Z[^]-module, ^ would be a Z[|]-module contradicting q-TorA ¿0. Thus, Hn+X(K; Z)/(Tor(H"+x(K; Z))) is not divisible by q, i.e. Z" g a(Hn+x(K; Z)). By Theorem B(e), Zq £ %(X, « + 1) and by the Bockstein Inequality (4), Z/<7°° G ^(X, «) which implies q-Tor(nn(K)) G W(X, n) as a(q-Tor(nn(K))) = o(q-TorA) = {Z/q°°} .
Our second step is to show that 7r"(F)/Tor(7t" (F) ) is a Z/-module which implies Ttn(K)/Tor(nn(K)) £ W(X, «). Let /' = {all primes} -/. As Remark. The equivalence (a) <-> (b) is due to A. Dranishnikov [D2] for compact spaces.
Theorem G. Suppose X is metrizable and K is a connected CW complex such that dim,jm(K) X < m for each m>\.
Then K g ,4F(X) in the following cases: 
